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This investigation is primarily concerned with the development of 

a suitable high-precision sectioning technique to be employed in studies 

of ~epth ~istributi6ns of energet~c ions in Me and V. It consists of 

two main parts. 

In the first part, unifo:"m anodic oxide films of controlled thick

neSSES have been grown on poiyc'rystal1ine V, Mo, and W (the latter, pri

mari1y~ for comparison with earlier works on W) in acetic acid-sodium 

tetrajorate solutions containing smal~ quantities of water. These anodic 

f~~ms~ iI':hich show bright characteristic interference colours when formed 

at >10 vo1~s,are shown to be rapi:iiy soluble in a dilute solution of 
o 

KO~ wherea~ t~e Jnder1ying metal is attacked at a rate of less than ~lOOA 



per day. The thickness of the anodic films per volt has been established 

using ellipsometry and conventional weight-loss measurements. 

Kinetics of anodization have been studied at constant-current and 

constant~voltage. An analysis of these data shows the composition of the 

films on Mo and W to be close to Mo03 and W03 respectively while those on 

V were intermediate between V204 and V205. The density of the films on 

Mo and the differential field strength, Ed' for films on Mo and W have 

also been determined. 

:n the second part, a theoretical background consisting of an 

outline of the theory of Lindhard, Scharff and Schi~tt, has been provided; 

in the absence of experimental data, this theory is generally used to 

estimate the depth distribution of ions in amorphous targets. Experimen

tal range profiles have been determined for 5-30 keV Kr85 in polycrystal

line Mo using the technique developed in the first part and the results 

obtained show a large discrepancy when compared with Lindhard theory. 

The extent of disagreement with theory is similar to that obtained by 

previous workers with targets such as Al or W. 

Evidence is presented to show that this large discrepancy may be 

attributtd to crystal-lattice effects (; .e. channelling). For example, 

it is shown that the discrpency is not due to the anodizing-stripping 

sequence being sensitive to bombardment. Also. it is demonstrated that 

the Mo used had a pronounced preferred orientation such that the open 

directior:s <iOG>, <211>, and <111> were normal to the surface. 

An important part of future work will be to extend techniques 

suc~ as those described here to the metal Be, for Be is the lightest 

target material that can be conveniently worked with. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

A great deal of attention has been devoted in recent years to 

studying the interaction of energetic charged particles with matter. 

In particular, a knowledge of the depth of penetration of such particles 

injected into solid materials is of interest in interpreting radiation 

damage and sputtering phenomena, in preparing targets for nuclear re-

search, and in fabricating solid-state semi-conductor devices. From 

a theore~ical viewpoint, such an investigation is of fundamental inter

est in the estimation of screened-interaction potentials and in the 

elucidation of the mechanism of energy transfer in elastic and inelastic 

scattering of charged particles. However, in the energy range below 1 

~eV, experimental data have been obtained on the depth of penetration 

of heavy ions only in a limited number of target materials. 

T~e current lack of exper~mer.tal data may largely be attributed 

to the difficulties encountered in trying to measure extremely small 

cepths of penetration. 7he mean ra~ge of a 45 KeV Cs 137 ion in alumi

num, according to the Bohr-Nielsen theory (1), is about 5 ~g/cm2, or 
o 

:85 A. Ojviously, for ions of such short range, it would be difficult 

if not impossible to prepare sufficiently thin fOils for studying the 

dept~ of penetration by conventional stacked-foil techniques. To over-

come such problems, Davies et a1. (2) developed an extremely sensitive 

a~~ ~2~~able radiochemical sectioning technique, the so-called Ilpeeling 



method". It consisted of electrochemical oxidation of aluminum at con-

stant voltage in aqueous ammonium citrate, followed by removal of t.he 

oxide film in a phosphoric acid - chromic acid solution. Due to the 

highly protective nature of the aluminum oxide film, this two-step pro

cess enabled very uniform surface layers of metal, as thin as 1 flg/cm2 
a 

(i.e. 37 A), to be removed. Since their pioneering work on aluminum, 

similar techniques have also been developed for tungsten, silicon and 

gold (3-22), and much work has accordingly been done in the region of 

mass 30 ~Al, Si) and mass 190 (W, Au). This leaves a great deal of work 

to be done with extremely light targets, such as Be, and in the region 

between S1 and W. For the present work, two metals ,V (mass 51) and Mo 

(mass 96), were chosen in an attempt to extend the spectrum of masses 

from light to heavy ones. Since sufficiently sensitive and reliable 

sectioning techniques were not available, they had to be developed be

fore the actual work on the depth-distribution studies could begin. 

7his thesis is, therefore~ in two parts. The first part, Chap

ter 2, dea"ls with the anodic oxidation of V and Mo, in which "peelingll 

methods are developed, calibrated, and compared with that previo~sly 

established for W. The second part, Chapter 3, describes the prelimi

nary use of tht!se techniques in studying the depth distribution of 

Kr85 in ~10. 

2 



CHAPTER 2 

Anodic Oxidation Studies with V, Mo, and W 

2.1 Theory of Anodic Oxidation 

The growth of anodic films is basically a problem in the ionic 

conductivity of oxides at high field strengths, complicated by the pro

cesses occurring at the metal/oxide and the oxide/electrolyte interfaces. 

Some of the classical theories are discussed below, all of them being 

based on an idealized, homogeneous, parallel-sided film which is free 

from fl a\lJS • 

2.1.1 r~rwey's Model 

Verwey (23) made the following assumptions: 

i) Metc1 ions at interstitial sites are the mobile entity (this is a 

highly artificial assumption, though is not critical since a similar 

equation is obtained for any other mobile point defect). 

11) All interstitial ions are equivalently placed as regards their ease 

of movement (this is only an approximation since there must be a range 

of site types, jump distances, and potential barriers due to the amor

phous nature of most anodic oxides). 

iii) No interstitial blocks the path of another. 

iv) Concentration of the mobile species has value corresponding to 

electroneutrality (i.e., value in the bulk oxide). 

3 



Fi g. 1 

Distance 

Potential Energy (P.E.) of ~obi'e ions vs. distance 
with and without field. 

The governing equation is derived by picturing the ions as ac-

qui ring sufficient energy from thermal agitation plus the applied field 

to jump the potential energy barrier~ as shown in Figure 1, and thus 

reach the next site. 

In the absence of an electric field, the number of ions jump

ing in any direction ;s given 3 in units of ions/cm2-sec, by 

where 

i = 2anv exp[-(k~)J 

a = activation distance, equivalent to half-jump distance 

v = frequency of vibration of interstitial ion, including a 

factor of the type exp(b~) 

n = number of mobiie ~ons per unit volume 

4 

In the presence of an electric field, the flux of mobile ions 

wi11 De ~reater in the direction of the field~ due to the lower potential 

ba'{'rier, as compared to the flux against the field. This wi 11 result in 

a net flux of ions in the di~ect~on of the applied field. Expressing 

current in terms of ions/cm2-sec. 9 we have for the observed current 



5 

-+ + 

i = i i 

where 
(1) 

an concentration gradient of the mobile ions; ax 

q = charge of each ion. 

Then + 

i = i i 

(2) 

SUDS t~ tute W A = 2anvexp[-(rr)]; B = fF in equation 2 to get 

i = 2ASinhBE - diffusion term 

At very low fields, ;.e.~for ~« 1 

For qaE/kT « 1,we have 

and therefore 

S. ~ gat: ~.; + qaE W 
1 n kT '" kT; kT '" kT 

i = Constant.E - constant.~~ 

= aE _ r"I an uOax 
where a = Oh~IS iaw conductivity 

Qo = dif7usivity as per Fick's first law. 

(3A) 



At very high fields, i.e., for ~» 1 

At the other extreme, we have qaE/kT » 1, so that 

7 becomes much greater than 7, to the order of lOla times, and so 

i '" i 

= A exp BE (3B) 

It is of interest to examine the Verwey model numerically and 

determine whether one of 3A or 38 is always valid under anodic oxidation 

conditions. Rewriting equation 2, we have for the general expression 

for ionic current, 

i = 4av exp[-(J)]{nSinh[qki] - a exp[-(g~i)]~~} 

= C{n Sinh[g~i] - a exp[-(~~} 

where C - 4av exp[-(k~)J; two terms will be recognized: 

field-assisted term = C.nSinh[~] 

diffusion term = C·a exp[-(g~f)]~~ 

-.-0 maximize the diffusional term, we assume that there is the 

maximum possible concentration gradient, i.e., 

Then, 

n = n at x = a (at the metal/oxide interface) 

= a at x = 2a (one atom layer away) 

.,3n _ n 
c·ax - "2 

and the relative contribution to the current due to the field-assisted 

and diffLsional terms is giver. by 

(4) 

(5 ) 

6 



Field-assisted term _ 
Diffusion term -

2 Sinh(~) 

exp[-(gk~)J 

Under typical operative conditions of anodic oxidation, we can assume 

values for the various parameters as follows: 

E ~ 3 x 106 volts/cm 

a ~ 1.5°A 

q = 2 if oxygen mobile 

> 2 if cation or both species mobile 

kT = io eV at room temperature 

The estimate for E is based on the common observation that anodic oxide 

films have a thickness which is less than ~ 35°A/ volt. Then 

Field-assisted term ~ 2Sinh(3.6) ~ 1360 
Diffusion term - exp(-3.6)-

i.e., field-assisted migration always dominates over the diffusional 

term due to concentration gradient and hence the ionic current according 

to Verwey1s model will always be the same as for high field, i.e., 

i = A expBE (3) 

This point has not been fully appreciated in previous work (e.g. 23) 

2.1.2 Mo~t and Cabrera1s ~odel (24-25) 

7 

~his model takes into consideration the surface space charge at 

the meta:-oxide interface. The field-strength in the oxide will change, 

acccrding to Poisson1s equation, only if volume space charge is present 

and this change is given,in e.s. ~nitsp by 

aE = ~ 
ax s 



where p = volume space charge density 

€ = dielectric constant 

The net volume space charge is due to the inequality between the 

positive space charge due to the mobile ions and the negative space 

charge due to the conjugate non-mobile species (electronic space charge 

would te~d to be swept away at such high fields). 

:f the volume space charge density is not too great, then the 

change in field across the oxide, a function of the total charge present 

in the oxide, must be small for a thin enough film, i.e., the field in 

the oxide film is a constant to a first approximation. Moreover, the 

current \,Ii 11 then be controlled only by the rate of entry of ions into 

the oxide provided, as assumed by Mott and Cabrera, that the first 

Fi g. 2 
c 

Potential Energy 0 

vs. distance for -ion entering oxide 0 

from the metal J with L&.i 
appliec field. ~ 

Distance 

8 

barrier to be surpassed by ions entering the oxide is sufficiently higher 

than iate~ barriers, as shown i~ figure 2. 

The current across the entrance barrier is given by 

(6A) 

wne:"e nl .= concentration of ions per cm2 at the interface and primes 

a~~2 i..;sed ~o ~ denti fy pa:--a:ne".:e:"s ass.)ci ated wi th the entrance barri er. 



The concentration, n. of ions within the oxide is not fixed; it 

adjusts itself (in the steady state) until the current within the oxide, 

assuming high-fields, namely 

9 

i = 2anv exp[-(wkfaE)] (6B) 

just equals that across the entrance barrier. i.e., 

equation 6A = equation 6B 

This gives n = no, where 
aW I a 

=~Ivla/al W- 7 .(1-a:d 
no exp[ kt J, av (7) 

The question as to whether this model could be ever expected in 

practice will be considered in connection with the following model. 

2.1.3 Young's Model (26) 

This is a general treatment with the above two models as the 

1 imi ting cases. 

Assume that the concentration of mobile metal ions in the 

electrica11y neutral oxide is p. The space charge due to the conjugate 

non-mobile species is thus (-pq) where q is the charge on metal ions. 

Then, Poisson's equation gives 

~ = 4nq (n-p) ax E: 

where (n-p) is the number of mobile ions in excess to those required for 

electrical neutrality and n = n(x) is as before the actual concentration 

of mobile metal ions in the oxide during anodization. 

7he current at point x in the oxide is 

; = 2anv exp[-(k~)J exp[f~EJ (8) 



Under steady-state conditions, it follows that i 1 i(x); however, we 

must anticipate that both nand E vary with x. Writing B = rf' 

~~ ~(~~ + nB~~) = 0 

Substitu·':ing for ~; from Poisson's equation yields 

~ + n~(n - p) = 0 ax e: 

Integrating, we get 

n(x) = pel - (l-~) exp(_4rrgpBx)]-1 
no e: 

10 

where no is the value of n(x) at x=O, given by equation 7. Substituting 

for n(x) in equation 8, we get 

E(x) = Eo + } 109{p-l[no-(no-p) exp(_4rr~pBx)]} 

whe're Eo:, equal to q~ + ~ lOg2a~ov' is the value of E(x) at x=o and 

given by equation 6A. n(x) and E{x) are thus both determined. 

Equation 9 reduces to Mottls relation (i .e., E = Eo) for small 
W 1 i 

x and to Verwey's relation for large x (i.eO) E = qa +slOg2ap)' The 

(9) 

field th~s changes with thickness at first but eventually becomes cons-

tant at \'erwey's value. 

Lt might be suspected that the physical limitation that a film 

cannot De less than one unit ce~l thick may mean that the film may never 

be thin enough for Mott's model to be applicable. We have confirmed 

th~s by assuming values for the various parameters as follows: 

q = 2 E: = 10 

P = 1014; ons/cm3 x = 30 x 10-8 cm 



Then, 

and exp(_4rrgpBx) becomes extremely small to give Verwey's value for the 
e 

field. Since the values assumed for various parameters are all conser

vative 3 it may be said that Mott's case never holds in practice. For 

example, a value of 1014 ions/cm3 for p corresponds to an impurity con

tent of 10-8 atom fraction, which is inconceivably low for an oxide. 

2.1.4 F~e1d Production of Frenkel Defects in Steady State. 

11 

:his model was proposed separately by Bean, Fisher and Vermilyea 

in 1956 (28) and by Dewald in 1957 (29). 

At high field strengths, ions may be pulled out of lattice posi

tions into interstitial positions t creating Frenkel defects. This model 

assumes that the vacant cation sites are immobile and that only the inter

stitial ions move (rather an artificial assumption since if field is 

strong erough to create a Frenkel defect, it should be more than enough 

to move a lattice ion into an adjacent empty site, i .e., ~E for lattice 

site + ir.terstitial is greater than ~E for lattice site + next lattice 

site). The essential features of this model are that p now becomes field-

dependent and that n=p at all times, i.e., the oxide is always electrical-

ly neutral. 

The rate of production of Frenkel defects and hence of vacant 

cation sites, which contribute to p, is assumed to be 
W1-qa, E 

(No-m)vl exp[-( kT )] 

where No = concentration of lattice sites 

m = concentration of Frenkel defects 



Subscript 1 refers to the process lattice ions ~ interstitial ions. 

Subscript 2 refers to the mobility of interstitial ions. 

12 

The vacant sites are filled by their capturing interstitial 

ions moving through the oxide. Assume that rate of filling is given by 

(flux of ions)(concentration of vacant sites)(cross-section of vacant 

lattice sites) = imo; Then, 

am 
~ = 

The further important assumption ;s now made that m = p, i.e., 

there is no source of immobile space charge other than vacant cation 

sites, whence n = m, where n is as usual the total concentration of 

mobile metal ions. Then, 
W -qa E 

i = 2a2mv2 exp[-( 2 2)] 
kT 

In the s:eady state, ~~ = Ot and for No » m, we get, 

m = 
vlNo 1/2 W1 - W2 q(a1-a2) 

(2oa
2v2) exp[-( 2kT )] exp[ 2kT EJ 

v,No 1/2 W1 +W2 q(a1+a2) 
= 2a v ( ) exp~-( 2kT )J exp[ 2kT EJ 2 2 2oa2v2 

= AI expBIE 

where Al and BI are the appropriate parameters. 

2.1.5 Genera1ized Model 

(10) 

Writing down the expressions for ionic current thus far discussed, 

we have: 
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Verwey's model: i = 2anv exp[-(W-,rE)] equation 1 

= 2anv exp( k~) exp(q~~) 

= A expBE 

Mott and Cabrera's Model: W' 'E ; = n'v' exp[-( -,~ )] equation 6A 

= A expBE 

Young's r1odel: i = 2anvexp[-~] exp(~) equation 8 

= A expBE 

Bean et al's model 
v,N o 1/2 Wl+W2 

i = 2a2v2(2~a2v2) exp[-( 2kT )] exp[ 

q(a,+a2) 
2kt EJ equation 10 

= A expBE 

Vte note that all these models result in the same form for the 

relation between i, E and T, i.e.) 

i = A expBE 

~2nce) the experimental data are independent of the model for 

the ~articular models discussed and sbould give a simple voltage vs. 

time behaviour at constant current. This in turn means that there is no 

valid experimental distinction between the models though this conclusion 

does not exclude other models (e.g. one where there is a range of ~ or 

'~'va~ues) from being important. 

2. ~.6 Consequences of the Amorphousness of the Anodic Oxide 

IJns moving through the film will encounter not a series of 
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identical barriers but a series of barriers with a range of activation 

distances la l and heights IWI. Assuming a gaussian distribution for them, 

Young (30) found that the Tafel slope, ;fni = ~!,increases with field 

instead of remaining constant. This is a conclusion pf particular 

importance in view of the demonstrated lack of difference between the 

earlier models. 

2.1.7 Certain Inadequacies of the Above Models 

i) All the above models predict for the steady-state current 

.. (W) (92E... , = 10 exp - kT exp kT) 

This relation leads to the conclusion that the Tafel slope, 

dl~i » is independent of E at a given T and proportional to T. Vermilyea 

(31), hO\MeVer, found that in the case of Ta, the Tafel slope was indep

endent of T. Later experiments of Young (30) were fitted by replacing 

(W-qaE) Dy (W-laIE + IsIE2). 

Vermilyea (32) also carried out transient experiments. He 

changed the field rapidly from a given initial value, under which steady

state conditions had been set up, and observed the immediate value of 

the ion;: current at the new field. He assumed that in this case the 

change ;:1 current was due solely to a change in the mean velocity of 

whatever mobile species are present, no change occurring in their con

centration. He found that under these conditions the relation (d~~i)tran

sient a i, which is expected from the above models, was not observed, 

this slope actually decreasing with increasing temperature under the 

conditions used. Later measurements by Young (33) could, once again, 

be descr~bed by the substitution W(E) = Wo - lalE + IsIE2 in the 



equation for ion mobility. This implies that the Tafel slope depends on 

E at constant T. This sUbstitution is based on a Schottky-tYP2 law in 

which the ions move freely along channels in the oxide except where they 

become trapped by Coulombic attraction for local excess negative charge. 

Due consideration of the amorphous nature of anodic oxides also tends to 

fit the data better. 

ii) In all the above models, it was assumed that only the metal ions 

are mobile. However, the tracer work of Davies et al (34) indicates 

that with Ta, Nb, Al, W,both ions are not only mobile, but the metal 

and oxygen ions also travel right through the film. This observation 

15 

that both ions are mobile during the ordinary growth process to compar

able extents over a wide range of currents presents considerable difficul

ties to these models. The chief one is that any model with independent 

meta; and oxygen ion currents would be expected to display a rapid 

change with field in the ratio of the two currents unless one had a for

tuitously close similarity between values of activation energies and ac

tivation distances, which is quite unlikely to occur with more than one 

metal. 

2.2 Structure of Anodic Films 

The structure of anodic oxide films on Mo, V and W may be des

cribed as glassy or amorphous (35,36). hence with short-range order. 

The normal oxides on Mo and Ware found to have structures intermediate 

be't\1.;een "the types Re03 and Ti02 (rutile)(Fig. 3). Re03 has a structure 

~n ",,'hich M0 6 octahedra are joined by sharing corners. The rutile 

structure also consists of MD6 octahedra but these are linked by sharing 
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edges to give extended chains. In between these two extremes, a whole 

series of structures can be envisaged, of stoichiometry Mnu3n_l , ir, 

which oxygen is progressively economized by allowing slabs of corner

linked octahedra to be joined to identical slabs by edge-sharing; the 

smaller the n, the greater the economy of oxygen. 
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The lower oxides on V show similar behaviour of having inter

mediate shear phases, but in this case the rutile structure is the parent 

phase and the general formula is Mn02n _1• The geometrical basis for the 

sequence is the increasing face-sharing of oxygen between M06 octahedra 

rather t:-lan tne edge- and corner-shari ng. 

The pentavalent V has a structure quite different from those of 

lower oxides; in this case, the V atoms have a rather irregular type 

of 5-coo'."di nat; on; there are chai ns formed of tetrahedral groups 1 inked 

through corners and these chains are so placed together that each V has 

a fifth 0 neighbour in the other chain (Fig. 3c). The bond lengths in 
000 

V205 for vario~s oxygen sites are 1.54 A, 1.77 A, 1.88 A (2 atoms), 
o 

2.02 A; the next nearest G neighbour of V in V205 is in the adjacent 
o 

layer at a distance of 2.81 A, and with other five, this completes a 

very di s '~orted octahedron. 

2.3 El1-; psometry 

Ellipsometry (37) ;s the measurement of the effect of reflection 

on the state of polarization of light. It can be used to yield the op-

tic~1 constants of the reflecting materials, or when the reflecting 

material is a film-covered substrate, both the thickness and the optical 

COrls'::ar,ts of the film. The main advantage of ellipsometry is its appli-

cab": ~ i ';:y ·~o strongly abs orb~ ng s,eci a. The refracti ve index, n, be 
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extinction coefficient for the absorbing media, and the thickness of the 

film can be determined over the whole range of thickness from the !Ti0nO-

atomic to microns. 

2.3.1 General Principles 

Eilipsometry is concerned with reflection of monochromatic, col

limated, !olarized light. The state of polarization is completely de

fined by the amplitude and phase relationships between the 'pi (parallel 

to the plane of incidence) and's' (perpendicular, "senkrecht", to the 

plane of incidence) components of the electric field oscillations. If 

'p' and 13' are in phase (i.e., have phase difference of mIT), then the 

resultant wave is said to be plane-po1arized; otherwise, it corresponds 

to elliptical polarization. In general, reflection causes a change in 

the relat~ve phases of the 'pi and IS' waves and a change in the ratio of 

their amp~itudes. The effect of reflection is therefore characterized by 

the angle ~, defined as the change in phase, and the angle ~, the arctan

gent of the factor by which the amplitude ratio changes. Symbolically, 

if the amplitudes of the incident and reflected beams are designated E 

and R~ re~~ectively, and the phase angles s, then 

~ = (Sp - Ss)refiected - (Sp - Ss)incident (11 ) 

R E 
~ = arctan (f . r) 

s p 
( 12) 

Eliipsometry is the measurement of ~ and ~. 

2.3.2 Measuring Procedure 

The incident monochromatic beam is transmitted through the 

seqL:ence of a collimator, a polarizer) and a quarter-wave plate. The 
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azimuthal orientations of these devices determine the relative amplitudes 

and phase differences between the .p. and ·s· components of the incident 

beam. These orientations are adjusted sa that the difference in phase 

of incident beam just compensates that which results from reflection, 

giving rise to a plane-polarized reflected beam. ~ is thus measured. 

The plane-polarized reflected beam is then transmitted by the 

analyzer to a telescope and a detector. Provided the polarizer and the 

compensator are oriented as described above, the analyzer can be oriented 

to extinguish the reflected beam. This extinction setting thus measures 

~. 

The actual procedure consists of fixing the orientation of the 

quarter-wave plate so that the fast axis is inclined at 45° to the plane 

of incidence. With the fast axis thus oriented, the relative phases and 

amplitudes of the .p. and ·s· components of the beam transmitted by the 

quarter-wave plate depend just upon the orientation of the polarizer, 

and any phase difference, 0° to 360°, can be achieved. This dependence 

has been derived by Archer et al (38) and Winterbottom (39) as given , 
below. 

The measuring procedure consists of adjusting the polarizer and 

analyzer so that the detected beam is extinguished. Such extinction is 

not a sharp point and hence its determination requires an iterative 

process. Both the polarizer and the analyzer are adjusted as close to 

extinction as possible by trial and error; then, keeping the polarizer 

setting fixed, the position of the analyzer is varied and 2-3 pairs of 

observations are taken on both sides of extinction. The analyzer is then 

fixec at ~heir average and the position of the polarizer is next changed, 

aga~n to take 2-3 paired observations on both sides of the maximum 
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extinction. Next step is to fix the polarizer at the average of the 

last observations and the process repeated with the analyzer once again. 

This iterative process of fixing the analyzer or the polarizer at its 

last observed average and adjusting the other is repeated till self-

consistent angles for both are obtained. Generally it takes 2-3 itera-

tions with each to get the desired results, i.e.~ with an uncertainty in 

~ and ~ of ±0.02°. 

There are two orientations of the polarizer which lead to plane

polarized, extinguishable reflected light, namely, 

/1 1 = -/1 

and 1:::,1 = _I:::, + 180° 

Designat~ng the former of these extinction settings as Po and the latter 

p~ and following the t"reatment of Archer (38) and Winterbottom (39) for 

a quarter-wave plate compensator, we get 

P~ = Po ± 90° 
, 

I:::, = 90° - 2Po = 270° - 2Po 

~ = -Ao = A~ 

Th8re might thus appear to be an ambiguity as to the value of 1:::,. But ~ 

car. vary only between 0 and 90°; from this fact the sign of the analyzer 

extinction setting determines whether the setting corresponds to the 

Bprimed" Jr "unprimed" case. 

2.3.3 Interpretation of Ellipsometric Measurements 

The re1ationship between I:::, and ~ and the properties of a reflec-

ting systef.1 are expressed by the Fresnel reflection coefficients. The 
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Fresnel reflection coefficient, r, of an interface is the ratio of the 

electric field vector, R, of the reflected wave to that, E, of the inci-

dent wave; in terms of the amplitudes of the incident and reflected 

waves E and R, respectively, and:the phase change, SI accompanying re-

flection, we thus have, 

( l3) 

The coefficient depends upon the orientation of the wave relative to the 

plane of incidence, and the reflection of a wave of any polarization is 

described by the two coefficients, rs and rp' for the component waves. 

The ratio of the reflection coefficients is 

= tan 1); • e; L1 ( 15) 

The above equations relate \jJ and L1 to rp/rs' Finally, to com

plete the argument, we must introduce the indices of refraction. For an 

optically isotropic substrate with a clean surface the Fresnel reflection 

coeffi ci ents are 

where ~l is the angle of incidence and $2 the angle of refraction and 

subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the sur~oundings and the substrate respec

tively. For an optically absorbing medium, the complex index of refraction 

0;~ the substrate 
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is sUbstituted for n2 in the above equations and the value of nand k 

may be derived therefrom with a minimum of two independent measurements 

of 1); and b. 

In case of reflection from a film covered substrate, the corres-

ponding expression is 

"b tan1); e' 
rP rP e-2i6 

12 23 = -----;:;' .... 
l+rP r~2i6 12 G,S-

where subscripts 1,2 and 3 

(16) 

refer to the surroundings, film, and 

substrate respective1y. Here, the number of independent measurements 

needed is so great that one normally assumes prior knowledge of the sub

strate constants; in the present case of Mo, the substrate constant was 

assumed to be 3.14 - ;3.60*. 

In equation 16» the real and the imaginary parts may be separated 

to yield equations for band 1);; these are then plotted using a computer 

for given values of the angle of incidence, vacuum wavelength of light, 

and optical constants of the film and the substrate, plots for different 

optical constants being unique. Thickness in the plots is given in terms 

of o~ the relation being 

6 = 360 d{n. 2 _ Sin2m)1/2 degrees 
A I 't' 

o 
d = film thickness in A 

A typical plot is shown in Fig. 4. In practice, band 1); are 

determir.ec from experiments and compared with the computed plots to 

obtain the actual n and the thickness of the film. 

Private Com;r;dn~cation from Mr. Colin Rowe (McMaster University) 

( 17) 
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2.4 Anodizing Procedure 

2.4.1 Materials 

High-purity polycrystalline foils, 0.1 mm thick, were used as 

specimens throughout the work. They were degreased using petroleum ether, 

rinsed w~th distilled water, etched in dilute nitric acid and again rinsed 

with distilled water; they were then anodized at 80-100 volts several 

times and the anodic oxide films thus formed were dissolved in dilute po

tassium r.ydrox;de solution (to be discussed later). This preanodizing 

t~eatment may be assumed to reduce the effective surface area of the foils 

(2), presumably by removing submicroscopic irregularities. and give a 

reproducibly flat clean surface of constant area. It is thus analogous 

to electropolishing but more controlled. 

2.4.2 Anodizing Step 

It has been shown in previous work (4) that W can be anodized in 

an aqueous solution of potassium nitrate (O.4M) and nitric acid (O.04M) 

at room temperature. Mo has not been successfully anodized before where

as V can apparently be anodized up to high voltages in electrolytes 

based or. acetic acid (40). It was found in the present work, however, 

that anodic films on V, formed as in reference 4~were unstable in the 

at~osphere and so would not be of great use in experiments such as study

ir,g :h2 d2pth-distributions of energetic ions in V. 

T~o electrolytes were finally se1ected and used throughout this 

work~ both containing acetic ac~d anj O.02M sodium borate, but with 

water con~2nts of 1.0 an~ 2.G~ respectively. (The latter electrolyte, 
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with 2.0 M water~ is that of Keil et al (40)). Higher amounts of water 

(>2.0 M) resulted in excessive dissolution of the films on V and Mo ~ur;ng 

anodizing, with the films also being rather difficult to stabilize. Spec

ifical'Y3 with 5.0 M water in the electrolyte, fresh films tended to be

come non-uniformly thinner in 20 seconds (for V) or 25 seconds (for Mo) 

when exposed to the surrounding air; even when dried using compressed 

air immediately after formation, they were then found to be non-uniform 

and became even more so with time. Films formed in 1.0 M water electro-

lyte were not affected up to 45-50 seconds (in the absence of compressed 

air drying) and were found to be particularly stable when dried with 

compressed air immediately after formation. They could then be preserved 
,'-' 

in air for more than 1 day and in a desiccater)for more than 2 weeks. 
\.....,. ..... ~ ... 

Films formed in 2.0 M water electrolyte showed an intermediate behavior, 

being closer to that of 1.0 M electrolyte. Water contents of less than 

1.0 M resulted in non-uniform anodic films, presumably due to the iow 

conductivity of the electrolyte (cf. 41) These conclusions are all based 

on the observation of interference colours. 

All the experiments were carried out at 25±loC. Due to the 

hygroscop~c nature of acetic acid~ the conductivity of the electrolyte 

changes w~th time due to its exposure to the atmosphere. This change in 

conductivity became significant, however~ only after eight to ten anodiz

ings; therefore~ the electrolytes were discarded after every six anodiz

ings. A planar platinum foil acted as cathode. A calomel reference 

electrode was occasional;y inserted into the bath during anodizing to 

~easu~e the true voltage drop across the oxide film on the anode. However, 

except at ~he start of a run, this voltage was similar to the total 
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applied voltage; in general) the anodic voltage was therefore assumed to 

be identical with the total applied voltage. 

,c.ll the specimens were anodized for six minutes, by which time 

the current had dropped to an almost limiting value of 0.1-0.4 ma/cm2. 

2.5 Results 

2.5.1 General 

Newly grown films on V and Mo were found to dissolve readily in 

distilled water and were also, as stated in section 2.4.2, unstable when 

kept in the atmosphere. However, by drying these films with compressed 

air, they became quite stable, i.e., there was no change in the unifor-

mity of their interference colours for up to one day in the laboratory 

air, and only a slow rate of dissolution in distilled water. All the 

films on V and Mo were, therefore, stabilized by drying them with com

pressed air immediately after anodizing and the specimens were then 

placed in a desiccator. Similar difficulties did not arise with Wand 

no such precautions had to be taken. 

Above 10-15 volts, the presence of the oxide films on the anodi

ze~ spec':mens could be detected visually and their uniformity verified 

Dy means of the characteristic interference colours that occur. 

2.5.2 Ca"ibration of Method 

For thick films formed at ~ 10 volts, the relation between the 

oxide film thickness and tne anodic formation voltage was determined by 

the :onvertional weight-loss methoa. The specimens used were large 

enc~gh to get meanlngful weight-loss measurements, a minimum of 100 ~g 
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being considered a reasonable weight difference. For thin films, formed 

at < 10 volts, ellipsometry was used to get the film thickness. All 

specimens were anodized at a current density of 2.0 ma/cm2 till the desired 

voltage was reached and then the current was allowed to drop; total time 

of anodizing in each case was six minutes. Results of the calibration 

are shown in Figures 5 - 7 and analytical expressions for thickness per 

volt are given in Table I. 

TABLE I 

I FILM j.lg/cm2 ! Water Content of THICKNESS OF OXIDE 
I El ectro1yte v* Mo W 

\ 

I 
I 
j 
( 

r 

I 
• , , 
I 
t , 
\ 

! 

1.0 M ? 1.10 volts 1.40+1.61 volts 3.0 + 1.85 volts + 

I up to 15 va 1 ts ; 
10.0 + 1.40 volts 
above 15 volts 

2.0 M ? + 1.38 volts 1.40+1.78 volts 3.0 + 1.92 volts 
up to 15 volts; 

I 
10.0 + 1.40 volts 
above 15 volts 

In order to study the depth of penetration of radioactive ions in 

metals, it is necessary to know the total amount of metal removed in the 

anodizing plus stripping operation. The above experiments give only the 

amount of metal that is removed during the stripping process alone, i.e., 

* The intercept, which relates in part to the natural oxide, is still 
not established with V. The problem is that ellipsometry could not· 
be used here due to lack of knowledge of the substrate constants. 
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that contained in the oxide film. However, it is possible that some metal 

ions may escape into the solution during anodizing. This would cause the 

total metal removed to be somewhat greater than that indicated in Table 

I. Therefore, a series of runs was carried out with Mo to investigate 

the existence and importance of this effect and the results are shown in 

Fig. 8. It is seen that the dissolution is most significant at low volt

ages and its relative significance decreases at higher voltages. Analyti

cal expressions for the total metal removed and the metal removed as a 

part of the oxide film alone, are given as follows: 

Total Mo removed = (7.5 + 1.0 volts) ~g/cm2 above 7 volts 

Mo removed via film = (0.94 + 1.07 volts) ~g/cm2 

The water content of the electrolyte is here 1.0M. 

2.5.3 Stripping 

Anodic films on V and Mo) like those on W (4), were found to dis

solve readily in a dilute solution of potassium hydroxide. The stripping 

was complete within one minute and, of fundamental importance, did not 

continue into the metal. This was confirmed by implanting radioactive 

Kr85 at 15 keV into the specimens, then anodizing them at 10 volts, and 

finally exposing the specimens for various time intervals to 0.1 g/liter 

potassium hydroxide solution. The results thus obtained are given in 

Table II (cf. 4) 
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TABLE II 

~----------------~-------------------------------~ 

Time 

Initial 
15 sec. 
30 sec. 
1 min. 
3 days 

2.5.4 Constant-Current Film Growth 

I 

r~orma 1 i zed-Acti vi ~ __ I 
V Mo 1 

100 
57.7 
55.0 
50.6 
49.8 

100 

67.6 
59.7 
52.5 
52.6 

The growth curves obtained at 25±lGC using various formation 

current densities and with an anode-cathode separation of 1.0 cm. are 

shown in Fig. 9 - 11. When film growth commenced, the anode potential 
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increased sharply and this initial transient, which varied with current

density and the anode-cathode separation 3 was attributed to the ohmic 

potential drop across the anodizing solution. After the initial trans

ient, the potential of the anode increased slowly with time due to the 

growth of the film. The data of Fig. 9 - 11 may be interpreted in the 

present context as showing that the anodizing current should be ~ 1.5ma/ 

cm2 in order to minimize the ancd;zing time. 

IdeallY3 the voltage should rise linearly with time under constant-

current conditions. But the experimenta1 current consists of ionic as 

well as electronic contributions. In the event that the ratio of the 

electronic current to the total current increases with voltage, the 

c~rves will be concave down. In tne converse case, they would be con-
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cave up. In the present work, both situations can be recognized: e.g., 

in Fig. 9b the 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 ma/cm2 curves can be understood in terms 

of an increasing proportion of the electronic current, while the 0.5 mal 

cm2 curve suggests mainly a decreasing proportion of electronic current. 

In an attempt to understand results of this type, we have re

sorted to further use of ellipsometry. Preliminary measurements show 

that the density and the stoichiometry of the film may be changing with 

time; the films seem to become less dense and more non-stoichiometric 

(i.e., higher k where ~ = n-ik) as they grow thicker. This result can 

explain the initial slow rise of voltage at 0.5 ma/cm2 and it certainly 

accords well with the concave-down behavior found at 1.0,1.5 and 2.0 mal 

cm2• Further investigations are being carried out. 

During the constant-current conditions of film growth, the poten

tial of the anode increased until certain film thickness was attained. 

At that potential, film-breakdown began. The breakdown voltages are 

given in Table III. Note that the breakdown voltage for W using the 

present electrolyte is 190 volts (~275 ~g/cm2) wpile it was found to be 

about 80 volts (~87 ~g/cm2) by McCargo et al (4) using a 'nitric acid

potassium nitrate electrolyte. The present electrolyte is thus ideally 

suited for range studies with ions of MeV energies, this being previously 

not possible. 
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TABLE III 

Aater Content Breakdown Oxjde Thickness I 
I 

of Electrolyte voltages, volts jJg/cm2 °A 1 
I 
I 
I 

V 1.0 M 140 154 3540 I 
2.0 M 110 152 3500 

i 

Mo 1.0M \ 235 380 8360 
I 

2.0 M \ 215 384 8500 

I W l.OM \ 190 275 4040 I 
; , 
I 2.0 M 190 275 4040 i ! \ I 
L ----'-

2.5.5 Analysis of the Constant-Current Data 

During the film formation at constant ionic current, each new 

-layer of thickness dx requires an extra potential dV to be added across 

the film to maintain the field in the oxide and hence the current. The 

quantity dV/dx or Ed may be called the differential field strength. If 

the potential fall Tn the already existing part of the film is not chan

ged during further growth, dV/dx is the actual field strength in the new 

layer just being laid down. We will assume in what follows that dVjdx 

does not vary with increasing thickness of oxide at constant ionic Gur-

rent density~ nor w~th the ionic Cl1n~ent itself. In partial support of 

this, we would point out that Young (27) has suggested that Ed varies 

qU~-:2 s:uIJly with ionic currents usua~:y less than 10% for a tenfold 

cnange ir. the ionic current. 

The relation between the rate of rise of potential and the ionic 

current density is derived as follows. The rate of increase of thick-
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ness is given by 

dx: iM 
crt zrp (10) 

where x = thickness, cm 

t = time, sec. 

i = ionic current density, amp/cm2 

z = number of Faradays (F) required to form 

the formula weight of oxide M, 

P = density of the film, g/cm3 

Tne rate of increase of potential ;s therefore 

( 19) 

In equation 19, for a given composition of the oxide, only Ed and 

p are truly unknown, so that knowing one (for example p), the other (Ed) 

may be estimated. These estimates may be checked independently using 

the weight-loss measurements given in Figs. 5 - 7 and Table I. Thus, 

knowing the thickness in ~g/cm2 per volt from these data and using the 

relation 

&.. x 
2 

Cr:i 

100 
p 

(20) 

we can ver~fy the correc~~ess of ~d or p. The problem, however, becomes 

more complicated when the composition of the oxide is not known with 

any great certai nty. I n that case ~ use may be made of the fact that 

Ed/p is essentially independent of p and M/z may then be determined 

~s,~g cq~. 19. This then leads to ~he identification of the oxide com-

posi:~on. Ed and p can then be determined separately only by having 

some i ndE:,Jendent measurements such as ell; psometry. 



Only the data using the electrolyte containing 1.0 M water have 

been analyzed. 
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t~e know that the experimental current dens ity has two components) 

ionic and electronic, defined by 

where 

I = i + e 

I = Total current density 

i = ionic current density 

e = electronic current density 

Assuming that under constant-current conditions of oxide formation, 

the ratios Ed/p and M/z are independent of thickness and the current den-

sity, we find from Eqn. 19 that 

~ ex i = k(I - e) 

~s;ng the constant-current characteristic plots given in Figs. 

9 - 11, we find the following for lei at 25 volts and 50 volts. 

L ' 

Metal 

V 

Mo 
W 

TABLE IV 

lei ma/cm2 

25 V 

0.32 

0.16 
0.14 

50 V 

0.30 

0.24 
0.33 

ThUS, lei is a significant part of I, i.e.,of the experimental current 

densi ty. 

li:2 following data are also available: 



I 
I-
I 

I 

MoOx: ~ = Ed = 2.86 x 106 volts/em correspondi-ng to 35°A/volt 

as determined directly by ellipsometry*; composition as

sumed to be Mo03 , thence z = 6. 

WJx: P = 6.80 g/cm3 ( 27); composition assumed to be W03' 

thence z = 6. 
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Then, using equation 19 and the estimates of the electronic current 'e' at 

25 volts t we get the following, where known quantities are underlined. 

Metal 

Mo 

w 

z 

6 

6 
, ' 
I 

Poxide 
g/cm3 

TABLE V 

1 dx r 
; Ed 6 I Ed = dV 1,_' I volts/em x 10 ; from Figs 5-7 

4.52 
\
' i °A/volt I Ed 

--t:--------t---- -..,---------- ---- -- -
2.86 35.0 I 35. ° I~ I 

I -- I --t- --- --- ----r------------ ------------ -----1 
i 20.8 ! 20.6 

I 
4.81 

1 

It is seen from the above Tab1e that there is good agreement be-

tween the constant-current data and the weight-loss measurements for Mo 

and W. Such a result would therefore seem to confirm the assumed com-

positions) densities and differential field strengths for anodic films 

on Me and W. Since independent values of Ed or P were not available for 

the 0xide film on V, such calculations could not be made. However, it 

was stili possible to take advantage of the fact that Ed/p may be as

s~med to )e a constant. The ratio M/z was accordingly estimated for V, 

anc was TJund to be 18.1 as compared to 18.2 and 20.75 for V205 and V02 

* Py';vate communication from Mr. Colin Rowe, McMaster University, Hamilton. 
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respectively. The implication is that the oxide formed on V by anodizing 

is V205' 

rlowever, these calculations were based on the estimations of lei 

from the slopes of V-t curves given in Figs. 9 - 11; these slopes involve 

a possib1e error of up to 10-15% which leads to an error of 3 - 5% in 

the values of i and hence in those of M/z. An uncertainty of 5% in the 

value of M/z = 18.1 means that M/z might have been 19.0, corresponding 

to z = 4.61. This means that there is some ambiguity in the composition 

of the anodic oxide films on V; it seems to be somewhere between V02 and 

V205' More definite values for z, Ed and p cannot be ascertained from 

the avai~able data. 

2.5.6 Constant-Voltage Film Growth 

Anodic films were also grown under constant voltage conditions, 

the anode-cathode separation being again 1 em. Typical characteristic 

curves, cjtained at 50 volts, are shown in Figs. 12-14. The initially 

large current density across the electrode surface as the film growth 

ccmnencec decreased rapidly until it reached an almost limiting value 

of 0.1-0.4 ma/cm2• 

we would first of ail point out that the limiting currents agree 

in general with the values estabiished in section 2.5.5 for the elect

ronic current. Such agreement is important in showing the self-consis

te:1cy of -::he i nterpretati on. 

T~e constant-voltage curves a1so lead to a tentative identifica

tion of t~e anodic film compositions, just as was possible with the con

stant-cur~ent curves in section 2.5.5. Thus, the area under these 

CJtves ghes the total charge passed in forming the films at 50 volts; 
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by assuming various film compositions, cou1ombic charge calculations give 

the thickness (in ~g/cm2) of the films, which can be compal'ed with the 

film thickness obtained from weight-loss measurements. In making such 

calculations, it was assumed that the remaining current after six minutes 

of anodizing is due to electrons and that the continuing contribution 

from ionic current is nil. This assumption tends to make lower limits 

of the film thicknesses obtained from the coulombic charge calculations. 

Results are given in Table VI. 

v 

Mo 

w 

TABLE VI 

Electrolyte: 1M H20 
0.02 M Sodium Borate in Acetic Acid 

Voltage: 50 volts 

Film Thickness, ~g/cm2 
Coulombic charge calculations Weight-loss measurements 

V02 ~ 55.6 

V205 ~ 50.6 

Mo02 ~ 104.0 

Mo03 ~ 77.5 

W02 ~ 111.5 

W03 > 80.0 

55.2 

81.6 

80.0 

We conclude once again that anodic films should be respectively 

Mo03 and W03 for Mo and W, but that for V there is a basic uncertainty. 



2.5.7 Conclusions 

In summary, anodic films formed at either constant current or 

constant voltage are known to be extremely uniform (42) and since, in 
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the cases of Mo and V, a dilute solution of potassium hydroxide dissolves 

only the anodic films without affecting the targets, it has thus become 

possible to remove uniform layers of known thicknesses, up to an accuracy 

of ±looA, from the surfaces of Mo and V. This technique will now be 

used in determining the depth-distributions of energetic Kr ions in poly

crystalline Mo. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Depth Distributions of Energetic Kr85 in Polycrystalline Mo 

3. 1 Theory 

3. 1 . 1 Genera 1 

As mentioned earlier, due to experimental difficulties, depth

distributions are known only for a relatively limited number of energetic 

ion-target combinations. In the absence of measurements, the most gen

erally accepted way of obtaining range data is by means of the theoreti

cal treatment of Lindhard, Scharff and Schi~tt (43). This is based on a 

model in which the energy loss occurs by nuclear and electronic stopping 

(treated as additive) and where the arrangement of atoms in the target 

is assumed to be random. Because the role of crystal structure is ig

nored, their results apply strictly only to amorphous targets and not to 

crystalline materials, whether polycrystalline or single-crystalline. 

3.1.2 Stopping Processes 

When energetic ions, 5-200 KeV, are injected into a solid, there 

are two main competing energy-loss processes: elastic collisions between 

the incident ions and the target nuclei, also called nuclear collisions; 

inelastic collisions between the incident ions and the target electrons, 

also called ~ietronic excitation. 

Nuclear Collisions Incident ions may be scattered in the screened 
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coulomb fields of target nuclei and the momentum imparted to the struck 

atoms is often sufficient to permanently displace them from thei~ equili

brium positions. As seen in Fig. l5~ the stopping cross-section for nu

clear collisions is large for low ion velocities and therefore nuclear 

stopping can be expected to be the dominant stopping process near the 

end of the incoming ionls range regardless of its initial velocity. 

Electronic Excitation The injected ion may also lose energy by ionizing 

or exciting target electrons. This process is important at the higher 

energies (cf. Fig. 15) where incident ion and target electrons have 

similar velocities and is therefore most significant for light and fast-

moving ions during their initial slowing down. 

3.1.3 Range Concepts 

The Total Range: 

The total range, R, is defined simpiy as the sum of the path 

lengths between successive collisions. Owing to the statistical nature 

of the collision processes, however, there is a spread in total ranges 

and an average total range, R, may be defined as the arithmetic average 

as would be observed with a large number of incident particles. 

The Projected Range: 

R!roj. is the average penetration depth as projected along the 

normal to the target surface. It is Rproj . rather than Rwhich is ob

served ex~erimentally. 

The Most ?robable Range: 

Rprob . is the most probable projected penetration depth, i.e., 

the peak, if any, in the differential range profile. 

p aile ~ i~ Fig. 15 are defined O~ p. 6:. 
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The Median Range: 

~ed. is the median projected penetration depth, i.e., tne range 

within which 50% of the ions are brought to rest. 

The Maximum Range: 

~ax. is the upper limit for ion penetration as observed for the 

small fraction of ions which suffer no nuclear collisions due to motion 

in crystallographically open directions (channelling). 

In amorphous substances, the range profile resembles a gaussian 

distribution, so that Rproj .' Rprob • and ~ed. are nearly equivalent (to 

within roughly 20%). The occurrence of channelling in crystalline solids 

causes the profile to broaden asymmetrically towards deeper penetration 

(i.e. towards ~ax.)' and significant deviations between the three types 

of ranges can then arise. Where channelling is minimal, however, an ap-

preciable departure from the amorphous case is expected only for Rproj •. 

Consequently, range estimates derived from the work of Lindhard (43) et al 

for use with crystalline targets are most meaningfully identified with 

Rprob . or Rmed •. 

3.1.4 The Theory of Lindhard t Scharff and Schiptt (43) 

This theory assumes the collisions to be two-bodied, classical, 

and non-relativistic, and employs a Thomas-Fermi interaction potential 

for predicting energy-loss during collisions. The energy loss per unit 

path length for a moving ion can, in accordance with what we have said 

before~ be split up into two contributions which are, to first approx

imation, additive: 
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dE (dE) + (dE) 
dx::; dx e dx n (21) 

- -NS(E) (22) 

where Se(E) = stapp; ng cross-section for energy loss to 
electrons 

Sn(e) = stopping cross-section for energy transformed 
to nuclear motion 

N = number density of atoms 

The quantity SeE) is in turn related to dO't 

scattering cross-section t by the integral: 

where 

1\£ 
S = 1 TdO' 

T = transferred energy 

4M,M2 A = --'----~"::'" 
(M

1
+M

2
)2 

in the target 

the differential 

MltM2 = mass of incident ion and of target 
respectively 

This descr;pt;o~ by stopping and scattering cross-sections is 

adequate for random medi a t i.e. t when crystal 1 atti ce effects (channe 1-

ling) can be ignored. It leads immediately to a direct estimate of the 

mean total range t 

R= 

wh~ch takes on a particulariy simpie form in the limits of low and high 

(23) 



At Low Energy 

Since, according to Ref. 7 

(dE) KE 1 /2 ax e :: 

electronic stopping is quite small as compared to nuclear stopping at 

low enough energy (cf. also Fig. 15), and so, 

Tf "'iE 
dE 

a NS"n 

For a prn~er law type of differential scattering cross-section, we have 

(44) 

and therefore, 

where 

do :: cCm,-- l-mdT 

J\E 

Sn :: J Tdo 
o 

o < m < 1 

AV2 :: 0.327) 1. 1/ 3 :: 1.19 

a :: Thomas-Fermi screening parameter (45) 

E :: defined below 

Substituting equation 26 in 25 yields 

R '" (1_m~E2m 
2mC 1\ -mN 

\lJr.iie multiplying both sides by (t), where p ;s defined below, gives 

( " \ 2m E 2 
p = l-m<E (2..R) (_) m 

2mC~-mN· E 
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(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

( 27) 



and so, _ (l-m) 
P - mA m 

2m 
E (28) 

Here P a~d E are the dimensionless range parameters of Lindhard, name1y, 

(29) 

(30) 
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where Zl' Z2 = atomic number of incident ion and of target, respectively. 

For a tabJlation of E and p, see Winterbon (45). The significance of the 

P-E notation is seen clearly in Eqn. 28, in that all parameters restricted 

to a particular ion or target have cancelled out, leaving a result which 

is essentially universal. 

According to Winterbon et a1 (44), m = 1/2 (corresponding approx

imately to an inverse-square potential) is a satisfactory approximation 

for 0.08 ~ E ~ 2, thence over almost the whole keV range, while m<1/3 

is appropl~iate for lower energies and m=2/3 for very high energies (s was 

not here specified (44)). 

Ecuati on 28 becomes, for m=l /2, the we il known uni versa 1 range-

energy eq~ation of Nielsen (i) 

p = 3.0SE (3i) 

At Very High Energy 

Since electronic stopping tends to dominate over nuclear stop-

ping at very high energy, we can write 

E dE 
R '" f NSe a 



E dE 
= J KE 1/2 

o 

2E1/2 
= K 

In P-E units, equation 32 becomes 

21::1/2 
p = ti 

where o 0793 Z2/3 Zl/2 (M +M )3/2 
k ~. 1 2 1 2 

(Z2/3+z2/3)3/4 M3/ 2 Ml/2 
1 2 1 2 
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(32) 

(32A) 

We note that equation 32A is not quite universal since it depends upon k 

and so on Zl and Z2: the values taken on by k for most useful ion-target 

combinations tend,nevertheless, to lie in the narrow interval of 0.1 to 

0.2. 

General Case 

At intermediate energies, where both types of stopping are impor-

tant, one must write 
E 

P = -J 
o 

(33) 

and p is accordingly neither universal nor has a simple form. Equation 

33 has been tabulated extensively by Winterbon (45) for a Thomas-Fermi 

differential scattering cross-section though has, apparently, never been 

treated for power-law scattering. 

We have stated in section 3.1.3 that the experimentally measured 

quantity is Rproj • rather than R. Lindhard (43) has given an approximate re

lation between Rand Rproj • for pure nuclear stopping governed by a 

power-law dfferential cross-section with m=1/2, namely 
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(34) 

This relation gives good agreement between theory and experiment up to 

MZ/Ml = 2 and should therefore be valid for the present ion-target com-

binationsbf Kr-Mo and Kr-V. 

3.1.5 Depth Distribution Profiles Using Edgeworth's Expansion 

We define f(x) such that f(x)dx is the probability for a pro-

jectile ~o come to rest in a layer of thickness dx at a depth x from the 

starting point. In calculating f(x), we assume that f(x) can be approx

imated with successively increasing accuracy by the use of Edgeworth IS 

expansion in terms of spatial moments over the true range distribution; 

this expansion converges best when the distribution under consideration 

is similar to a gaussian, which is the case for amorphous targets with 

wi th 

We use the dimensionless parameter ~, where 

x-<x> 
1/2 

).12 

n=2,3,4,----

f(~.) is then approximated by N terms in Edgeworth's expansion 
N 

f(~) = '2:. anUJ (35) 

n=2 

where 

exp(-~2/2) 
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~3 3 2 
a3(s) = - J2IT 3/2 (3 s-s ) exp(-s /2) 

6 2II'~2 

Thus, altogether one can write for the first two terms, 

ls2 ~3 3 
f(s) '" - exp(- 2) [1 - 3/2 (31;-1; )] , 

,f2n 6~2 
(36) 

where ~3 would be zero if the distribution were truly Gaussian (44). 

Equation 36 can be integrated from 1;(x) to ~ to give 

~ ~ 2 ~ 

J 
f(1;)ds = _1_ J e-1; /2 d1; __ 1 3 

j2rr 2 f2rr ~r2 
s(x) 1;(x) 

~ 

f 
1;(x) 

1 ~3 
+--

6f?jf ~ JL.H ~2 

(37) 

Equations 36 and 37 give the theoretical differential and integ-

ra1 concentration profiles, respectively, for energetic ions incident 

onto amorphous targets. We note that equation 37, being based on an as-

sumed infinite medium, is not quite normalized for a semi-infinite med-

ium. Figure 16 shows the typical form taken by equations 36 and 37. 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2. 1 Genera 1 

In brief, the experimental method of determining the depth dis

tributions of radioactive ions in solids consists of: 
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(a) BomJardment of the targets with radioactive ions of chosen energy; 

(b) Removal of successive layers from the surface of the target by the 

two-step process of anodic oxidation (in electrolyte containing 
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1.0 M water) and film stripping (as described in Chapter 2); and 

(c) Coui1ti ng the target acti vity both i ni ti ally and after each anodi zi ng

stripping sequence. 

We recall, at this point, that the result of the anodizing

stripping sequence is to remove a thickness of Mo, given by 

Thickness of Mo removed = (7.5+1.0 volts) ~g/cm2 

3.2.2 Bombardment and Counting Technigues 

(38) 

All the bombardments in this work were carried out using an ion 

acce lera":or constructed in our laboratory by Dr. R. Ke lly . It was de-

signed to produce heavy gas ions, such + + + + as 02' Ne , Kr , Xe , etc. , at 

energies up to 45 KeV, and at currents varying from l-lOO~A. This ion 

accelerator has no mass separation though it permits suppression of sec

ondarye",ectrons. (The lack of mass separation is to some extent com

pensated by the exclusive use of heavy ions, since impurities would be 

of low mass, and would create less damage than what one predicts from 

their abundance). Fig. 17 shows the target arrangement and Fig. 18 the 

design of the ion source of radio-frequency type. In this ion source, 

the anode (aluminum) is designed to dissipate up to 100 watts of electron 

energy~ cind a cathode (nickel) with a 1.5 mm canal allows for the extra

ction of ?ositive ions. The discharge vessel is of pyrex glass and the 

catnode insulator is sapphire. The purpose of the canal insulator is to 

shape thE plasma boundary, thus causing the emitted ions to be effectively 
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focussed into the cathode entrance (47). 

The radio-frequency excitation voltage, which is applied exter

nally to the source, originates with an 80 watt, 80 mega-cycle rf oscil

lator. The rf field within the coil of the oscillator causes electrons 

to move from wall to wall with the result that the gas in the ion source 

is partially ionized (48). In addition, a magnetic coil provides an 

axial magnetic field of 600 gauss near the extraction canal of the cath

ode. The magnetic field is used firstly to intensify the discharge, by 

increasing the electron path length so that the electrons are used more 

efficiently; secondly, it pulls the plasma towards the extraction canal. 

Below the discharge vessel, there is a series of focussing elec

trodes with 14 mm holes which are used to shape the ion beam. A variable 

positive focussing potential is applied to the focussing electrodes in 

accordance with whether a small or large beam is required. Though the 

exact arrangement of the focussing electrodes is somewhat arbitrary, one 

normally strives to have the sequence of potentials zero-positive-zero 

as proposed by Pierce (49). 

A Faraday cup floating at -850 volts w.r.t. the target is used 

in order to prevent secondary electrons, which would give current read

ings too high by a factor of 2 to 3, from leaving the target (an electron 

leaving the target ;s electrically indistinguishable from a positive ion 

striking it). The target is connected to the terminal of a high tension 

power su~ply; the particular model used, produced by SAMES (Grenoble), 

has an in:ernal capacitance of <100 pF and a maximum current of 760 ~A; 

it thus presents virtually no health hazard. 
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An important component of the ion accelerator system is the vac

uum pump used to evacuate the accelerator column. for this purpose, a 

411 oil dHfusi on pump preceded by a liqui d nitrogen trap has been chosen t 

the alternative of ion pumping being unsatisfactory for inert gases. In 

order to operate properly, the pressure in the accelerator column should 

be ~ 10- 5 torr, corresponding to a mean free path of > 750 cm. If the 

pressure is higher, the beam will not be properly focussed and will also 

be contaminated because of scattering from the residual gas molecules. 

The radioactive isotope, Kr85 , was obtained from Oak Ridge Nation-

al Laboratory (Oak Ridge). 

The amount of radioactive material in each target was measured 

using a Philips scalar and GM probe. The particular GM probe had a halo-

gen gas as quenching agent and a mica end-window with a thickness of 

3.5 - 4.0 mg/crg2; it was thus ideally suited for the 675 keV betas emit

ted by Kr85. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 General 

The results for a typical ~ange experiment are presented in Table 

VII. Initial results were found to be anomalous when thick anodic oXlde 

layers were removed from the target surfaces; to circumvent that, oxide 

layers of smaller thicknesses, formed at up to 3 volts were removed 

from the targets. Later experiments showed that there was a sign!ficant 

amount of target dissolution during anodizing which resulted in loss of 

activity to the electrolyte. When this metal dissolution during anodizing 



Layer 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

TABLE VII 

Distribution of 10 keV Kr85 ions in Polycrystalline Mo 

Dose = 12.5 ~A min/cm2 

Amount of Mo removed 

Per layer 
~g/cm2* 

2 

6.75 

6.75 

6.75 

19. 1 

19. 1 

19. 1 

19. 1 

19. 1 

19. 1 

19. ~ 

19. 1 

19. 1 

190 1 

19. 1 

38.2 

38.2 

Total 
~g/cm2 

3 

6.75 

13.50 

20.25 

39.35 

58.45 

77 .55 

96.65 

115.75 

134.85 

152.95 

173.05 

192.15 

211.25 

230.35 

268.55 

306.75 

Res i dua 1 
Activity 
in Target 

% 

4 

100 

71.2 

55.3 

42.6 

20.4 

10.45 

5.77 

2.41 

1.62 

·1.06 

0.65 

0.51 

0.39 

0.29 

0.24 

0.19 

0.105 

Kr85 activity per layer 
calculated from column 4 

% 

5 

28.8 

15.9 

12.7 

22.2 

9.95 

4.68 

3.36 

0.79 

0.56 

0.41 

0.14 

0.12 

0.10 

0.05 

0.05 

0.085 

% per ~g Mo 
Q Crri2 

6 

4.27 

2.36 

1.88 

1. 16 

0.52 

0.245 

0.176 

0.041 

0.029 

0.022 

0.007 

0.006 

0.005 

0.0026 

0.001 

0.002 

* The three values for layer thickness, 6.75,19.1 and 38.2 ~g/cm2, 
correspond r2spective1y to 2 volts (5 min.), 3 volts (12 min.), and 
3 volts (24 min.). They thus involve a calibration different from Fig. 8 
or equation 38. 
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was correctly taken into account (see Section 2.5.3), the results were 

found to be quite consistent, and, in particular, it was not necessary to 

restrict oneself to low-voltage layers as in Table Vll. 

Typical distribution curves of residual target activity (column 4, 

Table VII) for Kr85 ions injected into po1ycrysta11ine Mo at various 

bombardment energies and doses are illustrated in Figs. 19 and 20 respec

tively. 

3.3.2 Comparison with Theory 

Comparisons of the ranges obtained from these experiments with 

the theoretical ranges based on Lindhard1s theory (section 3.1) have 

been made both on Figs. 19 and 20 and also in Table VIII. We note a large 

discrepancy, somewhat similar in extent to that reported for Al and W 

targets. Significantly, previous observations of the discrepancy in

clude results for Rn injected into W (21), where the mass ratios are 

simi1ar to Kr in Mo. 

TABLE VIII 

Energy Rproj'. (f,lg/cm
2

) 
(KeV) 

Experimenta 1 Theoretical 
(Eq. 33 and 34) 

5 6 2.4 

10 14 3.8 

20 20 6. 1 

30 28 8.3 
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The theoretical ranges are based, as we have seen in Section 3.1, 

on the assumption that the target is amorphous; the large difference be

tween the experimenta1 and the theoretical ranges is therefore tentatlvely 

attributed to the crystal lattice effects (cf. 50). Thus, a fraction of 

the energetic ions when incident upon a crystalline target can get into 

the open spaces between the rows of atoms and penetrate deep into the 

solid without encountering as many random collisions as the other ions. 

These open spaces between the rows of atoms are called "channels ll and 

the phenomenon of deep penetration is called "channellingll. 

3.3.3 Evidence for Channelling: A 

Effect of bombardment on anodizing 

A crucial experiment is to determine if the supposed channeliing 

is simply a result of the anodizing-stripping procedure being dose-sen-

s~tive. Thus large ranges could indicate merely a reduction in the dmoLnt 

of metal removed for a given anodizing voltage. Therefore, about 4A l0 1G 

ions/cm2:. corresponding to 100 )lAmin/cm2, were implanted in three Mo 

specimens at 10 keV; when these specimens were anodized at 40 volts and 

then stripped,it was found that the total amount of Mo removed was 48 

jlg/cm2 as compared to 47.5 )lg/cm2 for similar but non-bombarded specimens 

(cf. equation 38). This suggests that the anodizing-stripping behaviour 

is not affected by implantation of energetic ions. 

3.3.4 Evidence for Channelling: B 

Crysta1iite Orientation 

Since the Mo specimens used were polycrystalline in nature, it is 

ot>v·;ously essential to determine the dominant crystallite orientations, 



if ~, of the specimens. Results of such an investigation for two 

specimens carried out on an X-ray diffractometer are summarized in Table 

IX. 

We note from Table IX the striking result that <100>~ <211> and 

<111> are virtually the only orientations; in the case of MOt which has 

a b.c.c. structure, these are also the most open directions (i .e., least 

closed-packed). This large extent of openness of the structure may be 

one of the main reasons for the great discrepancy between the predicted 

and the observed ranges. 

3.3.5 Evidence for Channelling: C 

Dose Effect 

76 

We have argued above that when energetic ions are incident upon a 

crystalline target, they will partly undergo nuclear collisions and will 

partly get into channels and penetrate deep into the target. The initial 

incident ions have a greater probability of finding open channels ~;Hlce 

the target is initially devoid of any disorder; after these initiai in

cident ions have undergone nuclear col1is;ons t however, some of the tar-

get atoms will have been displaced and, therefore, any further incident 

ions will find this lattice disorder along their trajectory and should 

have a smaller probability of channelling. This effect was sought by 

carrying out the following two types of experiments. 

In ~he first experiment, Mo targets were bombarded with radio

active Kr85 ions at 10 keV and at doses varying from 0.1 ~Amin/cm2 

(~ 4 x 1013 ions/cm2) to 100 ~Amin/cm2 (~ 4 x 1016 ions/cm2). Conpar-

isons of results from such experiments with theory can be made in two 



28 

d hk 1 expected 

2.225 110 40.5 

1.574 200 58.5 

1.285 211 73.5 

1. 1137 220 87.4 

0.9952 310 98.2 

0.9085 222 115.2 

0.8411 321 132.0 

TABLE IX 

Radiation = Cu 
Fi 1ter = Ni 
A = 1.5405 0 A 

Observed Peak Strength 

observed 1/11 Absolute x 102 Normalized % 
i i i i i i 

41 100 1.1 3.4 

57-61.3 21 860 720 58.3 62.5 

72.5-75.0 39 630 410 22.8 19.2 

89 11 

100 17 

114.5-117.0 7 93 70 18.9 18.3 

131.0 26 
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ways. The integral curves of Fig. 20 reveal significantly greater penet

ration than predicted from theory. though do not readily indicate the 

actual f~~action of ions which so deeply penetrate. The differential cur

ves of,Fig. 21. obtained from the former by stepwise differentiations per

mit a direct estimate of the extent of deep penetration. In fact) the 

total areas under the curves correspond to the total activity in the spe

cimens. By subtracting the predicted profiles for amorphous targets 

from the observed profiles, the fraction of ions that are channelled, 

are deduced. It is seen that ~90% of the ions are channelled at low 

doses and that this fraction reduces to ~75% at higher doses, tentatively 

confirming the fact that the initial incident ions have a higher prOb

ability of channelling. 

In the second experiment, one specimen was bombarded with 10 keV 

radioact~ve Kr85 ions (12.5 ~Amin/cm2) and the depth-distribution was 

determined. Then the same specimen was first prebombarded with inactive 

10 keV Kr85 ions (12.5 IlAmin/cm2) so as to create defects in the struc~ 

ture along the path of the trajectory. and finally with radioactive 

10 keV Kr85 ions (12.5 ]..IAmin/cm2). The results of these two experiments, 

expressed as integral concentration profiles. are shown in Fig. 22 and 

it is seen that prebombardment has moved the experimental curve towards 

the predicted Lindhard curve for amorphous targets. This further supports 

our ir.it~al postulate that the discrepancy between the experimental ar.d 

the theoretical range profiles is due to crystal-lattice effects (channel

l; n9). 
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CHAPTER 4 

Summary and Future Work 

rq 
O. 

The work described in this thesis may be sunmarized as follows: 

(1) V and Mo have been, for the first time, successfully anodized under 

controlled conditions. W has been anodized to obtain a much thicker 

oxide film (~275 ~g/cm2) than was previously possible (~87 ~g/cm2). 

(2) A technique has been developed and calibrated for removing thin 

uniform layers of known thicknesses from the surfaces of V and Ho. In 

essence, controlled anodizing, as in (1), is combined with dissolving 

the anodic oxides in 0.1 gil KOH. 

(3) The anodic films on Mo and W have been identified as being close in 

their composition to Mo03 and W03. A similar definite conclusion was 

not poss i lJ 1 e wi th V, where compos iti ons may range from V 20 4.6 to V 2"~, . 

(4) Depth distributions of energetic Kr 85 in polycrystalline Mo were 

determined at various energies and doses. The results show thac the 

ranges are much 1 arger than those predi cted by L i ndhard I s theor:; ,'or-

amorphous targets. To confirm whether th-is discrepancy was due tr c.rys

tal-lattice effects, i.e., channelling, additional experiments were 

carried out and their results are: 

(a) High doses of ion-impiantation do not affect the anodizing 

behaviour of Mo. 

(b) The orientation of the specimens were mainly <100>, <211· 



and <111>, these being also the directions most favo~rable 

to channelling. 

(c) The fraction of ions channelled was ~90% at low doses anc 

~755{' at a dose of 12.5 llAmin/cm2 . 

(d) Prebombardment studies showed less penetration in specimens 

which had received preliminary bombardment with inactive Kr. 

(5) Quantitatively, the results obtained are somewhat similar to those 

obtained for W by other workers. The significance of this is that the 

behaviour of W with regard to ion impact is well understood and may be 

extended to that of Mo. 

Further investigations are required in the following areas: 

(1) To deduce impact parameters, thence the critical angles for chan

nelling, from the experimental results and to compare them with the 

values predicted from Lindhard theory. 

(2) To extend this work to single crystals of Mo of known orier.tat':'~iS, 

Such work will be in part done cooperatively with Dr. J.L. Whittr,~ 

(Chalk River) in an effort to characterize R . max. 
(3) To study the depth-distributions of Kr85 in polycrystal;~ne 'J and 

single crystals of V. 

(4) To attempt to develop techni ques for worki ng wi th Be to tru lj (;01> 

plete the spectrum of accessible target masses. 

32 
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